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Industrial computed tomography (CT) in dimensional metrology is used to ex-
amine, whether manufactured products comply with the specifications defined
by a computer-aided design (CAD) model. Sharp folds in the surface of man-
ufactured products can be reconstructed as creases from a small number of
projections as shown by Jinnouchi et al. [1]. Dimensional measurements can be
performed on these creases and allow a reduction of scan time.

Jinnouchi et al. reconstructed the object’s creases with a tomogram-based ap-
proach, limiting the accuracy by voxel resolution. This study pursues to deter-
mine the product’s creases with a ray-tracing and clustering approach. There-
fore, the projected object creases are detected in the projection profiles, poten-
tial locations of the object creases are calculated and grouped in clusters. Thus,
the minimum number of projections is not defined by the tomogram resolution.
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Crease identification: Figure a) shows a gray triangle
as a sample object, which corners resemble creases in the object’s
surface. Edge detection algorithms locate the crease projections
pφ1 and pψ1 in the projection profiles of two system geometries,
defined by the projection angles φ1 and ψ1. The rays from the
sources (sφ1, sψ1) to the crease projections (pφ1, pψ1) intersect and
mark potential locations for the object’s creases (red dots). In mul-
tiple reconstruction steps the potential crease locations for many
more angles, e.g. φ2 and ψ2 shown in Figure b), are calculated.
Potential creases subdivide into true and false positives, thus the
true potential creases (large dots in c) accumulate from multiple
reconstruction steps.
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Clustering: The following clustering approach enables to dis-
tinguish real from false positive potential crease locations. In d) po-
tential creases from the initial reconstruction step a) are converted
to clusters with an acceptance radius (circle). Potential creases
from further reconstruction steps, e.g. b), which do not fall into the
acceptance radius are converted to clusters on their own. Those,
which fall into the acceptance radius of existing clusters are added
to them (see Figure e). In g) clusters are filtered by the number of
potential creases. The mean position (cross) resembles the recon-
structed crease location of the object crease.
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Experiment: A digital step wedge model h) was scanned
under 720 and 36 projection angles with aRTist, an X-ray scan
simulation program [2]. The object’s creases were reconstructed
from both data-sets separately, using the method described above.
The mean euclidean distance between the detected reconstructed
creases and the ideal step wedge corners. Creases were marked
as detected, if they are within a 1 pixel range around a real ob-
ject crease. As benchmark, images were reconstructed from the
data-sets using filtered backprojection (FPB) and algebraic recon-
struction technique (ART). The Harris corner detection algorithm
extracts the crease locations in the reconstructed images [3].
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Results: All three methods reach very high accuracy within
sub-pixel accuracy between 0.26 pixels and 0.28 pixels for 720 pro-
jections (see Figure i, j, k). The Harris corner-based approach was
able to detect 21 of the 22 corners of the CAD model, whereas
the crease cluster reconstruction was able to detect 20 creases.
For the image-based crease detection from 36 projections only 2
creases for the ART-based and only one for the FBP-based approach
were successfully detected (see Figure j, l). In contrast, the crease
cluster-based reconstruction detected the same amount of creases
from 720 and from 36 projections (compare Figure m and n). The
accuracy of the detected creases decreased with the reduced num-
ber from 0.28 pixels to 0.53 pixels, but still remained in sub-pixel
accuracy (see Figure n).

Conclusion: The presented method indicates the poten-
tial for dimensional measuring in non-destructive testing. Such a
tomogram-independent approach might handle the combination of
high detector resolution with reasonable reconstruction times. In
the future, the algorithms suitability for more complex object ge-
ometries and multi-material scan objects must be investigated.
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